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2021-2022 REVISED 

FWISD Vital Link Capstone Internship Timelines 
 

 
FOR PAID INTERNSHIPS: 
 

� APRIL: Employer publicizes positions available 
� APRIL: Students apply to positions online  
� APRIL: Employer determines a list of students to interview for position(s) available 
� Mid to Early May: Employer interviews students 
� Early to Mid-May: Employer selects and contacts applicants for hire 
� Mid to Late May: Employer works directly with interns to complete all hiring paperwork and action items  

(e.g. fingerprinting, drug screening, I-9 forms) 
� Late May: Teacher informs campus of students in paid practicum for scheduling purposes 
� Late August to Early September: Interns attend on-boarding day/half-day and begins regularly-scheduled intern hours thereafter 
� May (Following Year): Interns finish academically-tied internship although students may continue internship should the company 

and student mutually decide to continue 
 

 
FOR UNPAID INTERNSHIPS: 
(e.g. rotations through several companies, rotations through individual departments within one company, individual mentorship between 
industry and student, or project-based capstone or series of capstones with an industry partner(s)):  
 

� APRIL: Industry partner and teacher discuss possible capstone or project-based ideas for following year.  
Considerations for the conversation can include but are not limited to: 

o Projects that the company has worked on previously and can release for public viewing 
o Current projects of the company that can students can listen in on/learn more about 
o Departments of the company that also have openings or are not easily filled (e.g. accounting and finance, cybersecurity) 

in which students can rotate/learn from individuals 
o Departments that have human capital available for dedicated mentorship and what their general duties include 
o Previous content and skills students have mastered through previous coursework 
o Software students have practiced and have a skill set within 
o Software that students should have more practice using 

� May: Industry and teacher determine set-up for the following year (e.g. students visit the company every two weeks and are 
responsible for projects when not onsite, students complete a series of project-based endeavors in the fall to learn the project 
cycle courtesy of the company ideas and create their own in the spring for investigation and solution to present to a panel) 

� Late May: Teacher informs campus of students in unpaid practicum for scheduling purposes 
� Late May: Teacher informs CTE of unpaid practicum transportation needs 
� Mid to Late August: Teacher explains the course structure for the year to students and schedules virtual or in-person rotations as 

needed with District and Industry Partner(s) 


